Believe it or not, rotating tee markers is a more complicated task than it may seem. It can even be a difficult task for facilities with an expansive property. Although it is seemingly simple, rotating tee markers requires great attention. Find out just how important it is to balance yardages when rotating tee markers.

Exposure to winter weather can be dangerous. Be aware of these three things about winterkill.

### Winterkill

Winterkill is a catch-all term used to describe various forms of turfgrass damage that occur during winter. It may seem counterintuitive, but even though golf courses across much of the country are disguised by a layer of snow, playing surfaces are still vulnerable to damage during winter. It is important to understand this phenomenon, golfers should know what causes winterkill. This condition occurs as a result of different weather elements, including extreme cold, subfreezing temperatures, and moisture. Some participating courses were even recently selected to receive GSCAA Environmental Leader Awards.

Audubon International has long helped golf courses protect the environment and preserve the natural heritage of the game of golf. With support from the USGA, their Cooperative Sanctuary Program for Golf has helped many golf facilities contribute to the environmental conversation.
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### Blogs and social media can be powerful ways for superintendents to reach a variety of audiences and train staff members or members of the golf community.

Effective communication is an important skill, but it’s one that can never be mastered. Fortunately, technology has made communicating a lot easier. Blogs and social media can be powerful ways for superintendents to reach a variety of audiences and train staff members or members of the golf community.

### Regional Updates

#### Central Region
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#### Southeast Region

#### West Region

#### Case Study: Blogs Provide Recommendations for a Method of Putting Green

The Golfer: Things All Golfers Should Know About Location, Location, Location. Like the real estate mantra, it's all about location, location, location.